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Abstract
This paper seeks to ground financial regulatory choices in domestic politics. Based on evidence from 22 industrialized countries, we argue that electoral rules—specifically, the extent to which they are centrifugal or centripetal—have a significant effect on whether the banks or their consumers pay for the security of the banking system. Despite the homogenizing effects of global financial integration, moreover, the political dynamics generated by these electoral rules continue to shape the nature and extent of prudential regulations that countries adopt in the place of banking cartels.
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1. **Introduction**

One of the most pressing theoretical questions of our times, and one that has far reaching practical implications as well, is whether, and to what extent, economies around the world are converging into a single pattern. We don’t tackle that issue head on here, but instead examine closely one of the questions that underpins it: what makes national economies different in the first place? A logical place to start this inquiry is national banking regulation, given that finance has become one of the most globally integrated sectors in the world. Banking therefore represents a “hard case” for showing that national differences are systematic and resilient, at least in the interstices of global financial mobility and competition.

National banking regulation varies along more dimensions than we can capture easily in a book, let alone in a paper. Here, we focus on one we have found to have a surprising degree of power: a nation’s electoral rules. The connection between electoral politics and banking may not seem obvious, particularly given the technical nature of banking and the seemingly apolitical and bureaucratic way in which banks are regulated in many countries. But upon reflection, we can see why politicians do care about banking at a very basic level: in good times, banks can be profitable businesses that make large campaign contributions; in bad times, bank failures can get politicians into electoral hot water. Like it or not, politicians are forced to make trade offs between the well-being of banks and of bank customers.

Electoral rules matter because they dictate what a politician must do to get elected. In this paper, we want to draw a causal line from these electoral incentives all the way to government choices over banking regulation and the impact of that regulation on market structure and pricing of banking services. We find ourselves in the company of a few, but growing number of scholars
who are exploring the policy consequences of electoral rules. Rogowski (1987) argued that proportional electoral systems made it possible for small European states to remain more open to trade because of the strong party discipline and central that such rules foster. Carey and Shugart (1995) suggest that the presence or absence of intra-party competition engendered by electoral rules is key to a country’s ability to provide its subjects with public goods. Proportional systems exhibit higher levels of government expenditures (Persson and Tabellini 2000), larger budget deficits (Roubini and Sachs 1989), and greater income equality (Birchfield and Crepaz 1998; Austen-Smith 2000). McGillivray (2001) shows that majority parties with strong party discipline in single member district systems are more likely to pay off voters in marginal districts with fiscal largesse, whereas governments in proportional systems are more likely to pay off districts loyal to the parties in power. Quinn and Inclan (1997) and Bernhard and Leblang (1999) assume that majoritarian systems, where a small number of votes can lead to large swings in the distribution of legislative seats, give governments a stronger incentive to maintain control over policy instruments that may help to secure their electoral majority. In a similar vein, Rogowski and Kayser (2001) argue that the greater seat-vote elasticities of majoritarian electoral systems induce politicians to keep consumer prices lower than in proportional representation systems.

In understanding banking regulation, we find it more productive to focus on a single discernible difference in the way electoral rules motivate politicians: whether they force politicians to go after the median voter, or whether they encourage politicians to go after groups of voters. Single member districts (SMD) are, all else equal, centripetal in their effect, as Anthony Downs’s classic work argued. But this is just one possible choice of electoral rules. Various types of proportional representation (PR) systems are, to one degree or another, centrifugal.
We examine some broad indicators from 23 industrialized democracies for evidence that this aspect of electoral rules affect banking outcomes, and find that it does. To check our argument, we take a closer look at four strikingly different financial powers: the U.K., the U.S., Germany, and Japan. Despite the widespread adoption of Basel Accord prudential rules, these countries still employ a variety of other regulatory tools that affect the competitiveness of domestic banking. Japan gives us the greatest leverage on this question, because its change of electoral rules in 1994 provides a sort of natural experiment where we can observe directly the effects of our primary independent variable on banking regulation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows how banking differs from most other sectors of the economy in the extent and magnitude of potential market failures that require regulatory attention. Section 3 examines the political reasons for the trade-offs governments make in choosing among types of banking regulation. Section 4 undertakes several statistical tests of our proposition that governments in centripetal systems are more likely to force banks, rather than consumers of banking services, to pay for financial system stability. Section 5 takes the empirical examination to a micro level to check the logic of our argument in four specific national contexts. Section 6 concludes.

2. How Banking is “Special”

The alchemists had it wrong: you can’t make gold out of base metals. But as any banker knows, making money in the banking business hinges on a few intangibles that can seem almost as magical and mysterious: information and judgment about credit risks, depositors’ trust in the bank, and the time value of money. With the right ingredients, banks can transform savers’ short-term deposits into long term loans, pay interest on the depositors’ savings, and make money to boot. But if bankers make too many bad loans, or even if depositors only suspect that they have,
depositors may rush to retrieve their savings. Because maturity transformation doesn’t work in reverse—you can’t short term pay accounts payable with long term accounts receivable—the whole banking system can choke up in a massive liquidity crunch in a single afternoon. If that elusive trust of savers evaporates, regulators have a liquidity crisis on their hands, or worse. Even healthy banks can fail under panic conditions (Diamond and Dybvig 1983).

Asymmetry of information and the fragility of trust constitute a colossal market failure waiting to happen. Depositors’ relative lack of information about what banks do with their money gives bankers an incentive to make riskier loans. This is because the upside gains from risky loans are potentially large while the limited liability of shares reduces downside risk (Merton 1977). Of course, depositors generally do not need to worry about such matters because deposit insurance places the moral hazard of this situation squarely on the shoulders of government.

The banking industry cries out for public intervention of one sort or another. In the absence of deposit insurance a suboptimal allocation of capital will arise as wary savers stuff their cash into mattress covers. If the government has extended deposit insurance, prudential regulation is required to forestall, or at least limit, the potential downside for the government. The problem for regulators is that there is no single optimal way to regulate banking (Bhattacharya and Thakor, 1993:31). In the absence of deposit insurance, requiring strict disclosure, at a minimum, would force banks to pay depositors a rate that matches the riskiness of the bank’s loan portfolio. But discriminating among banks is likely to be costly for the average saver. Trying to protect depositors with mandatory deposit insurance, on the other hand, creates moral hazard all over again because such schemes tend not to be related to risk. With fixed insurance premia, the value of insurance increases with the riskiness of the loans. A bank can
potentially make higher profits on riskier loans, but if, in the worst case scenario, the loans are not
repaid and the bank fails, the deposit insurer will pay the depositors. As we saw from the U.S.
S&L fiasco in the early 1980s, banks that are already in financial trouble can be tempted to
“gamble for resurrection” provided that deposit insurance limits their liability to depositors
(Fratianni, 1995: 148-149).

Mandatory disclosure and insurance are at the minimalist end of the regulatory spectrum
and figure prominently in economics textbooks concerned with efficiency. In the next section, we
explore the range of banking rules from minimalist to highly interventionist.

2.1. Types of Financial Regulation

As a practical matter, banking systems of the industrialized world cluster roughly into two
types. Prudential regulation imposes the costs of system stability on the financial institutions
themselves, by, for example, forcing banks to hold reserves as a cushion against bad loans and to
limit loans to some specified multiple of paid-in capital.¹

Profit padding regulation, on the other hand, foists the costs of system stability with
taxpayers and consumers of financial services, by limiting the competition among financial
institutions. Whereas prudential regulation may coexist along with or in the absence of market
competition, profit padding requires that financial institutions not compete away their profits.
Borrowers pay more for loans, depositors get less money on their deposits, and taxpayers stand
ready to bail out ailing institutions. In exchange, depositors enjoy safety (think of below-market

¹ Milne and Whalley (1998: 8) describe capital as “a form of self-insurance against poor asset returns, with the
bank retaining earnings in order to build up capital reserves towards a desired level and so reduce the probability of
losing ownership of the future profit stream.”
interest rates on savings accounts as a hefty insurance premium that they pay for that safety) and
bank employees are more likely to keep their jobs over the long run.

Profit padding works because that very profitability disinclines banks to take undue risks. In fact, three influential economics suggest in a recent article that profit-padding may serve as a prudential regulation in just this way (Hellmann, Murdock, and Stiglitz, 2000: 148). Too much competition, they argue, inclines banks to gamble because lower profits shorten the time horizons of bank owners and managers. Better, they argue, to set interest rates so as to ensure bank profitability, thereby giving banks an incentive to stay out of trouble. Profit padding can promote financial system stability and in this sense appears to be, and indeed functions as, prudential in nature. In this paper we put the term “prudential” to a different use than these authors. We are not evaluating systems for their relative safety, but determining who must absorb the costs of securing financial system stability.

Figure 1: Competition and Prudential Outcomes, Expected Outcomes
The two dimensions in this figure, prudential regulation or its absence, and competition or its absence, are hypothetically distinct. It’s easy to see why, in practice, most banking systems cluster in quadrants II and III. The first quadrant, where strong prudential regulation coexists with low levels of competition, imposes unnecessary political and economic costs, where both banks and bank consumers are paying for more security than is necessary. Not surprisingly, this quadrant is typically empty.

Quadrant IV is also rarely occupied, at least for long. Governments choosing to shore up banking system safety with cartels rather than with prudential regulation must limit competition, if they can. A country that finds itself in quadrant IV, where low levels of prudential regulation coexists with strong banking competition, is in an extremely uncomfortable situation where the stability of the nation’s banking system is in danger. The government has the choice, at that point, to try to limit financial competition, or to adopt stronger prudential rules.

Because of the inherent trade-offs involved, there are theoretical grounds to justify or impugn almost any banking regulatory system. Our argument is that governments adopt any

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prudential Regulation</th>
<th>Level of Competition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I. Excessive Protection</th>
<th>II. Competitive Regulatory Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>III. Profit-Padding Regulation</td>
<td>IV. Moral Hazard Danger</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table:

- **I. Excessive Protection**
- **II. Competitive Regulatory Environment**
- **III. Profit-Padding Regulation**
- **IV. Moral Hazard Danger**
given combination of rules on account of distributive political concerns rather than from calculations of economic efficiency. In the next section, we explore the political variables that shape the choices over banking rules, how institutions affect levels of competition. In the final sections we will take the next step by illustrating with case studies how out competition corresponds to different levels of prudential regulation.

3. Banking Regulation and Domestic Politics

Government regulators can be counted on to mix political objectives with efficiency concerns anyway, but the absence of a textbook blueprint for optimal banking rules makes for a rich assortment of domestic banking structures, worldwide. There are numerous ways to guard against bank runs, and the trade-offs that regulators make in choosing one type over another have important consequences for groups of domestic constituents. This section explores how domestic politics in industrialized democracies shape those trade-offs.

Regulating the banking industry requires specialized knowledge of finance and corporate governance, and therefore democratic governments typically delegate the task to bureaucratic experts. That is not to say, however, that legislators don’t care about the results. The political process is usually quite explicit about the policy boundaries within which the bureaucrats are to manage the banking sector. At a minimum, politicians want to avoid bank runs that rob voters of their savings, or more likely, to require the government to draw on deposit insurance. Such events could lead to voter wrath on a scale that would threaten the political life of legislators. Politicians will therefore be likely to err on the side of bank system safety, even at the expense of efficiency and the moral hazard problems that make economists cringe.
Politicians may also be inclined to use the banking system to promote other political goals, such as cheap financing for favored constituents or pet development projects or protecting labor. Politicians’ incentives for how and how much to manipulate the banking industry are much like the incentives politicians face for how interventionist to be more generally. On the demand side, they depend on the collective action capabilities of banks, bank clients, and labor. On the supply side, politicians depend on how partisan preferences are aggregated by electoral rules and legislative institutions, and how they are implemented by the administrative process.²

All else equal, banks have a collective action advantage over the average depositor and we should expect regulation to mirror that by transferring wealth from depositors to banks (Stigler 1971; Peltzman 1975). At the pre-institutional level of analysis, we can expect variation in banking regulation depending on how well the corporate sector or labor can compete with banks for public favor based on their collective action capabilities. Only by looking more closely at domestic political institutions can we also learn the conditions under which the government will choose to subsidize the collective action costs of depositors and other poorly organized groups.

3.1. Political Institutions and their Policy Consequences

Political systems vary in myriad ways, but we focus here on the extent to which the electoral rules force politicians to pay attention to the mass of voters in the middle, rather than to organized groups. We suggest that it is useful to look at the continuum of electoral systems between those that could be called centripetal, such as single member district (SMD) or

² We are using the terms “demand” and “supply” here analogously, to refer to societal pressures on the one hand, and on the other, the government’s decision making apparatus that filters those demands. See Tirole and Laffont (1991: 1090).
majoritarian systems, on the one hand, to those that are centrifugal, such as PR systems, on the other.³

To draw a causal connection between electoral rules and policy content, we have to show that parties in centripetal and centrifugal systems would aggregate the interests of an equivalent set of voters differently. Even with the same underlying distribution of preferences in society, politicians in centripetal systems have to build larger coalitions of voters in order to win elections than politicians in centrifugal systems. Centripetal system parties are motivated to de-emphasize differences within the large coalition, and stress instead issues that the mass of voters care about, at least somewhat. Centrifugal system parties, by contrast, focus on narrower issues that intensely concern the group of voters they are cultivating. Politicians in centrifugal countries such as Japan under SNTV and Germany with its variant of PR, win representation by appealing to groups that do not themselves make up majorities. In those countries, politicians can more easily gain election by appealing to groups with the built-in collective action advantage of already being organized.⁴ In section 4.2 below, we discuss in detail how we operationalize this conceptual difference across electoral systems.

4. Testing the Argument

We expect centripetal systems to enforce stronger prudential rules than in centrifugal systems, thereby forcing banks to pay for the safety of the financial system. In this section, we look first at some indicators of prudential regulation. Admittedly, we have these data for only a few countries. We therefore turn in the following subsection to an indirect measure of the effects

---

³ Cox (1990) lays out features of electoral rules that produce centripetal vs. centrifugal incentives.
⁴ Cox (1998) shows that there is a greater electoral payoff from voter mobilization in PR than in majoritarian systems.
of electoral incentives, that of banking competition, for which we have data from enough
countries to run some statistical tests.

4.1. Dependent Variable: Prudential Regulation

One reasonable measure of prudential rules is regulatory staff, because of the labor-intensity
of monitoring the risk-taking behavior of banks. This is a crude measure, to be sure, because
many countries do not break down personnel lists by segment of the financial market such as
banking, securities, or insurance. But since we have no reason to believe that the number of
personnel for banking should not correlate with the number of personnel overseeing the other
sectors, we can live with this data insufficiency. Controlling for the number of institutions that
regulators must monitor, the data come out the way we would expect, as Table 1 shows.

Table 1: Regulatory Staff as a Ratio of the Number or Financial Institutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regulatory Staff</th>
<th>UK</th>
<th>US</th>
<th>Japan</th>
<th>Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory Staff</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>11772</td>
<td>655</td>
<td>1080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio (staff per institution)</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>.78 (in early 1990s)*</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Second, we have found variation in one aspect of deposit insurance systems (DIS) that
speaks to the breadth of prudential regulation: the deposit insurance system premia charged to
banks. We should find that premia are larger in countries that are more likely to favor consumer

---

* Japan's regulatory staff has been gradually increasing even as the number of regulated financial institutions has declined during the 1990s. By 1999 Japan's ratio of staff to institution had risen to 1.32.
interests. In fact, DIS premia are quite low in Japan and Germany compared to the U.S. The UK represents a different regulatory choice, where the insurance premium is callable by financial regulators according to need. The UK system creates incentives for cross monitoring because banks will have an interest in keeping others from taking on risk that may end up costing them all.

Disclosure requirements constitute yet another form of prudential regulation. Countries with more stringent requirements should be those most interested in protecting ordinary consumers. As we would expect, disclosure is highest in the U.S., followed by the UK with Germany and Japan (until recently) training significantly.

4.2. Another Dependent Variable: Banking Competition

Because we expect electoral rules to make a difference in banking regulation, we turn in this section to see if, by extension, we see a corresponding difference in market structure and pricing as a result of those regulatory differences. As a proxy variable for this dependent variable, we look at interest rate spreads—the difference between lending and deposit rates—using data from the International Monetary Fund's publication *International Financial Statistics Yearbook* (International Monetary Fund 1986, 1999). Our expectation is that banks in profit-padding regimes generate higher revenues by paying less to depositors and getting more for loans than banks in prudential regimes.  

For lending rates, we use short- and medium-term private sector borrowing. These rates represent averages since, in most countries, they vary according to the creditworthiness of

---

6 Note an irony here, however. Because bank regulators are rarely able to control all aspects of competition, banks in profit-padding systems often fritter away their profits by trying to maximize market share. For this reason, we do not expect banks in profit-padding systems to have higher profits than their counterparts in prudential systems.
borrowers. Lending rates are, of course, a function of many factors including inflation, money supply, and the supply and demand for money.

Deposit rates are those for demand deposits, though in some cases time deposits as well. We leave out “certificates of deposits,” which specify rates that vary deposit amounts with time requirements. Deposit rates are subject to the same factors as lending rates. In fact, in our data sample these correlate at 0.92. The mean of interest rate spread is 4.25 with a standard deviation of 2.23. Below we flesh out the independent and control variables and provide their summary statistics.

Table 2 bears out our expectation that countries with higher effective thresholds have smaller interest spreads because these electoral systems force politicians to cater to consumers. The UK and the U.S., both using single-member district electoral systems that produce centripetal incentives, have lower spreads on average than do Japan and Germany.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Average Interest Rate Spreads from 1978 to 1998</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest Rate Spread</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3. The Independent and Control Variables

**Effective Threshold:** Our primary independent variable is effective threshold as described by Arend Lijphart (1994). This measure correlates at 0.93 with the centripetal-centrifugal dichotomy. It is constructed as the median between two other types of electoral thresholds, the first of which is the *threshold of exclusion*. This is the minimum vote share that must be received for a party to gain any representation. In some cases this figure is fixed, as it is at five percent in Germany and four percent in Italy. In other cases this minimum threshold is a function of the parameters of the electoral system. For example, Israel's parliament has its 120 members elected in a purely proportional nationwide district. As a consequence, the threshold of exclusion in Israel is $1/121$.

The second component of the effective threshold is the *threshold of representation*: the maximum vote share a party can receive and still not receive representation. In other words, this is the hypothetical worst-case scenario in which a party's votes are either slightly insufficient or are poorly distributed among districts such that it wins no seats. This measure acts as a proxy for the size that a group needs to be in order to gain autonomous representation. From the standpoint of political competitors, effective thresholds determine the vote share that must achieve in order to win. Higher effective thresholds, such as in single-member district electoral systems, force politicians to appeal to larger aggregations of groups or voters.

Consider the values this variable takes on in some real world situations. Hypothetically, a pure proportional representation (PR) electoral system will have an effective threshold equal to the inverse of the district magnitude plus one ($1/DM+1$), if there is only one electoral district as in the Netherlands, Israel and, in effect, Germany. If there is more than one PR district, the effective threshold is calculated as the median between the inverses of the district magnitude of the largest
and smallest districts. Some countries inflate the lower bound of this by establishing a threshold of exclusion that exceeds the lower bound generated by district magnitude. This is the case in Germany, where the threshold of exclusion is five percent. Each of these systems gives politicians centrifugal vote gathering incentives.

At the other extreme, centripetal systems such as single-member district (SMD) systems also have their effective threshold established by the district magnitude. Under SMD the threshold of exclusion, the minimum vote share necessary to win a seat, is 50% plus one vote. This is simply the inverse of the district magnitude plus one. The threshold of representation is more difficult to determine in this instance. To calculate the threshold of representation for a majoritarian institution requires an auxiliary assumption. We employ the floor that Lijphart uses to calculate the variable where four candidates compete for a single seat. In this case a perfectly split vote could result in a winner with as little as one vote over 20% of all votes cast. We code the effective thresholds of SMD countries as 35, the median between 20 and 50.

In addition to these two variables, we employ numerous of control variables to cull out the other systematic factors that give rise to variation in interest rate spreads. Some of these may affect only one side of the spread, either the supply (deposits) or demand (borrowing); nonetheless, they should have predictable effects. Table 2 below offers the summary statistics of the independent variables (our proposed causal variable and various controls).

---

7 In Germany the effective threshold is also five percent because that figure is both the threshold of exclusion and the threshold of representation.
8 This floor is, if anything too low because the effective number of candidates in most SMD competition is usually well below four.
Table 3: Summary statistics of the independent variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Number of Observations</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effective threshold</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>13.79</td>
<td>12.84</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross National Product</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>8.04E+11</td>
<td>1.51E+12</td>
<td>4.78E+09</td>
<td>7.92E+12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Domestic Savings</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>22.38</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>9.55</td>
<td>39.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross National Product per capita</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>22836.58</td>
<td>9506.94</td>
<td>6672.71</td>
<td>50850.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflation</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>6.62</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>-0.71</td>
<td>84.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Budget Deficit as a Percent of GNP</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>-4.11</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>-23.211</td>
<td>9.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross National Product Annual Growth Rate</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>-7.69</td>
<td>11.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Debt as a Percent of GNP</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>42.85</td>
<td>28.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>129.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money Supply (M2)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>61.32</td>
<td>28.00</td>
<td>17.07</td>
<td>143.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade as a Percent of GNP</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>68.12</td>
<td>37.59</td>
<td>16.31</td>
<td>210.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Gross National Product**: We use this variable measured in constant 1995 US dollars, in order to estimate the relative size of the economies in the data set. Larger economies should have broad and deep markets that generate benefits from economies of scale. These efficiencies, in turn, should produce a mild negative association with interest rate spread.

Using constant 1995 US dollars presents a potential problem with skewing caused by very large economies such as the US and Japan. However, we have analyzed the data both with and without a natural log transformation of this variable and the results are effectively the same. Consequently, we report the data without transforming it here.

**Gross National Product Per Capita**: This variable is also calculated in constant 1995 US dollars, and assesses the relative wealth of the countries. We expect the sign to be slightly negative for reasons similar to those above. Wealthier countries are likely to have open financial
markets relative to other countries. This would produce lower interest rate spreads if wealthier constituents are able to demand higher deposit rates and/or lower lending rates because of their mobility across borders. Home banks would either have to forgo the lost business or respond to recapture lost business by matching the more competitive financial services offered elsewhere.

**Gross Domestic Savings**: Higher savings are expected to have a negative coefficient. The logic is that a larger pool of savings, by increasing supply, will decrease the cost of borrowing as lenders have to induce demand by lowering the cost of money. Conversely, a smaller pool of savings will raise the price of money as borrowers would have to pay more for scarce capital.

**Inflation**: This variable is measured as the annual percent increase in consumer prices. Inflation increases risk for lenders because the future value of the money they lend may decline. Therefore, inflation should raise borrowing costs. But this should be offset by an increase in deposit costs. In fact, each of these should be affected by the size of the pool of available savings. We have no expectation for the coefficient on inflation.

**Government Debt as a Percent of GNP**: By soaking up a large share of savings, high levels of government debt should increase the deposit rate because it increases the demand for money. However, it should also increase the lending rate because it decreases the supply of money to lend. Because debt financing is important for governments with large outstanding debts, one might expect governments to shift some of the costs of servicing debt by protecting banks in their other endeavors. For this reason we expect this coefficient to be positive.

**Government Budget Deficit as a Percent of GNP**: A government budget deficit, like accumulated debt, will create demand for savings and decrease supply for lending. This control variable will capture variation across time of governments’ need for capital. Since this variable
causes upward pressure on both ends of the dependent variable, we do not have an expectation for the sign on this control variable.

**Gross National Product Annual Growth Rate:** High growth promotes demand for borrowing which may increase the lending rate. Therefore the expected sign on this variable is positive. As for the previous control variable, this variable will capture variation in the demand for money over time. When an economy is growing one might expect higher demand for capital. This should push lending rates up compared to periods of little or no economic growth.

**Money Supply:** We define this variable as the availability of money and quasi-money (M2). Increasing the supply of money available for lending should decrease the lending rate. Consequently, this control variable is expected to have a negative coefficient. This variable suffers from so many missing observations that it decreases our sample size by nearly one-half. However, even with money supply there is adequate data to produce meaningful coefficients so we include it in one model to illustrate its predicted effect.

**Trade as a Percent of GNP:** Trade is included as a proxy for economic openness. We calculate it as the sum of the share of GNP represented by imports and the share represented by exports. The logic is that economies that trade more will be open, competitive economies. Trade should have two effects. First, more competitive markets should place downward pressure on interest rate spreads. Second, open economies are likely to allow their consumers to seek opportunities outside the domestic market. This should place further competitive pressure on the home market. Our expectation is that trade will correlate negatively with interest rate spreads. The more a country trades, the lower its interest rate spread.
Table 4: Expected signs on the coefficients of the independent variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variable</th>
<th>Expected sign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effective threshold</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross National Product</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Domestic Savings</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross National Product per capita</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflation</td>
<td>No prediction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Budget Deficit as a Percent of GNP</td>
<td>No prediction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross National Product Annual Growth Rate</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Debt as a Percent of GNP</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money Supply (M2)</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade as a Percent of GNP</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The final control variable included is a one-year lag of the dependent variable. The lagged variable correlates with the dependent variable at 0.832 and the coefficient on the lagged variable in the regression analysis runs from 0.57 to 0.78. Although we produce a table in which all models contain the lagged dependent variable, electoral threshold remains statistically significant at 0.01 when the lag is dropped as well. There are additional control variables we would like to have included but for which we do not yet have suitable proxies. We need, for example, more complete money supply figures and government debt figures for several small European countries. Also, some measure of loan risk would be useful. Alternatively, if some countries have a variety of alternatives to bank lending available to borrowers, such as active bond and equity markets, banks may have to turn to less stable borrowers to secure business which would increase the
expected interest rate spread. In other words, if banks in certain countries have higher loan-risk ratios, they should also have higher interest rate spreads. At present we are unable to control for this factor but we believe that our figures are adequate for drawing useful inferences. In the next section we turn to the results.

4.4. Results

To see how our argument about the effects of electoral systems fares, we ran a regression of effective threshold on interest rate spreads in 23 countries from 1980 to 1998.\(^9\) Although this captures electoral effects on banking competition rather than on prudential rules per se, levels of competition show a positive correlation with levels of prudential regulation, for reasons we laid out in Section 2.1. We understand that this is a crude and indirect proxy for prudential regulation, because high levels of competition can exist, at least for a time, without prudential safeguards. But we suggest that such circumstances are unlikely to survive for long. Financial institutions sometimes fail, and politicians are typically loathe to allow such things on their watch.

We predict that levels of competition, as reflected in relative prices across countries, have a negative correlation with the effective threshold that a country's electoral system generates. Table 4 offers six takes on our theory's underlying model. Effective threshold is significant in all six. The coefficient is negative as expected. This suggests that electoral institutions have a relatively large effect on interest rate spreads. A qualitative interpretation of the least of the coefficients on effective threshold suggests that a change from a pure SMD system with effective

---

\(^9\) We understand that being able to run a fixed-effects model would be ideal. Fixed-effect models use country specific dummy variables to soak up the variance explained by other country-specific factors. This method has become standard when working with cross-country data. Unfortunately, such a model is not possible in this instance. Electoral rules vary little within countries, as electoral rules are relatively constant. Also, since our main explanatory variable, effective threshold, is constant in all but five countries, it would be highly correlated with the
threshold of 35, to a pure PR system with an effective threshold of say 1 (for a 100 member legislature) corresponds to a change of about 0.91 interest rate points (in Model 4). This difference, of nearly one-percent, represents a significant cost difference of borrowing between countries with different electoral institutions.

The models are estimated as time-series, cross-sectional data using panel corrected standard errors. The disturbance of covariance matrix is calculated using pairwise computation since not all panels are the same size. We also employ random-effects models rather than a fixed-effects model since our primary independent variable, effective threshold, does not vary in most of the countries we examine. In the few countries that have altered their electoral systems, the changes have been recent (New Zealand, Italy, and Japan), short lived (France), or minimal (Norway). Without variation within a panel, there are naturally no fixed effects to test for within panels. Still, we think it is important to employ a time-series model to test some of the alternative explanations with control variables that do vary within and across panels.

The range of coefficients for effective threshold, excluding models five and six, which suffer from small numbers of observations, extend from -0.0145 to -0.061. Interestingly, the lowest value for the coefficient on effective threshold occurs in the simple bivariate regression. Qualitative interpretation of these coefficients across models reveals a range from 0.51 to 2.14 percent when we compare a majoritarian system against a pure PR system. In other words, the prediction is that a PR system will have an interest rate spread of up to two percentage points higher than under a SMD system in each model.

country dummy variables of a fixed-effects model. As a result, we use a PCSE model with country-level random effects, which is explained in the text.
Table 5: Random effects OLS estimates of the effects of electoral institutions on interest rate spreads for industrial democracies, 1978-1998.

PCSE OLS Regression Estimates (with Z-statistics in parentheses)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effective Threshold</td>
<td>-0.0145***</td>
<td>-0.0196***</td>
<td>-0.024***</td>
<td>-0.026***</td>
<td>-0.036***</td>
<td>-0.06***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-3.27)</td>
<td>(-3.70)</td>
<td>(-3.50)</td>
<td>(-3.79)</td>
<td>(-4.04)</td>
<td>(-3.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged Dependent Variable</td>
<td>0.778***</td>
<td>0.75***</td>
<td>0.715***</td>
<td>0.71***</td>
<td>0.68*</td>
<td>0.567***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(17.49)</td>
<td>(15.79)</td>
<td>(14.13)</td>
<td>(14.22)</td>
<td>(10.60)</td>
<td>(6.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross National Product</td>
<td>-3.5e-14**</td>
<td>-2.2e-14</td>
<td>-8.3e-14***</td>
<td>-1.1e-13***</td>
<td>-1.8e-13**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-2.32)</td>
<td>(-0.93)</td>
<td>(-2.26)</td>
<td>(-2.24)</td>
<td>(-2.29)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Domestic Savings</td>
<td>-0.038***</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
<td>-0.0297</td>
<td>-0.049*</td>
<td>-0.082**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-2.84)</td>
<td>(-1.44)</td>
<td>(-1.56)</td>
<td>(-1.66)</td>
<td>(-2.23)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross National Product per capita</td>
<td>-7.95e-06</td>
<td>2.17e-07</td>
<td>1.49e-5</td>
<td>-3.10e-06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-0.64)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.75)</td>
<td>(-0.10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflation</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
<td>-0.0035</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.24)</td>
<td>(0.19)</td>
<td>(0.35)</td>
<td>(-0.46)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Budget Deficit as % of GNP</td>
<td>-0.0094</td>
<td>-0.0087</td>
<td>-0.0057</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-0.52)</td>
<td>(-0.48)</td>
<td>(-0.20)</td>
<td>(0.45)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNP Annual Growth Rate</td>
<td>-0.031</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.02)</td>
<td>(1.11)</td>
<td>(1.49)</td>
<td>(1.25)</td>
<td>(0.84)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Debt as % of GNP</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>-0.0012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.25)</td>
<td>(-0.20)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money Supply</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(-1.21)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade as a % of GNP</td>
<td>-0.005***</td>
<td>-0.0085***</td>
<td>-0.019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-2.84)</td>
<td>(-3.13)</td>
<td>(-1.57)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>1.15***</td>
<td>2.165***</td>
<td>2.24***</td>
<td>2.52***</td>
<td>2.93**</td>
<td>6.84***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4.74)</td>
<td>(4.52)</td>
<td>(3.47)</td>
<td>(3.89)</td>
<td>(3.73)</td>
<td>(4.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj. R²</td>
<td>0.699</td>
<td>0.699</td>
<td>0.689</td>
<td>0.693</td>
<td>0.702</td>
<td>0.735</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(* P>|z| at .1; ** P>|z| at .05; *** P>|z| at .01)
This regression offers substantial evidence of the impact of electoral competition on interest rate spreads. Interest rate spreads represent cross-national price variation in this test. We expected that countries with centrifugal electoral systems to have higher prices because producers should be able to find favorable representation of their interests under such rules. The analysis therefore offers a useful test of our argument.

None of the control variables is highly or consistently significant though some are close. Gross National Product is moving towards significance in the better specified models and warrant a closer look when we have better data. Gross domestic savings is consistently negative and occasionally significant. Money supply, in Model 6, may prove useful if the data were to become available. And trade as a percent of GNP is always negative and occasionally reaches statistical significance at 0.05.

In Model 5 we use the variable government debt as a share of GNP. Though this is certainly useful as a control variable, data limitations reduce the number of observations when using government debt. Consequently, we leave this variable out of most models. Still, this variable offers a useful control on the demand for savings.

The coefficient for our causal variable is significant and in the expected in direction. By contrast, none of the control variables are always significant. Four control variables have negative effects in the expected direction, Gross National Product, Gross Domestic Savings, Money Supply (which only occurs in one model for lack of data), and Trade as a Percent of GNP. We also expected per capita GNP to be negative but its results were mixed and were never significant.

There were two variables that we expected to have positive signs, GNP annual growth and government debt. GNP annual growth is negative only once and positive in the four larger
models. Government debt gives mixed results and arises only twice due to data limitations. Two variables for which we offered no prediction, Inflation and Government Budget Deficit as a Percent of GNP, came back with mixed results depending upon the specification of each model and these coefficients were never statistically significant.

Table 6: Expected signs on the coefficients of the independent variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variable</th>
<th>Expected sign</th>
<th>Actual Sign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effective threshold</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Negative°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross National Product</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Domestic Savings</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNP per capita</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflation</td>
<td>No prediction</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Budget Deficit as a Percent of GNP</td>
<td>No prediction</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross National Product Annual Growth Rate</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Debt as a Percent of GNP</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money Supply (M2)</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade as a Percent of GNP</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

° Bold indicates independent variables that are statistically significant at 0.01 in multiple models.
*Mixed denotes independent variables that took on different signs under different specifications of the model.
We clearly have a problem of insufficient data. Two control variables, Money Supply and Government Debt as a Percent of GNP, are missing many observations. When we include Money Supply, the number of observations drops by more than half. When we include Government Debt as a Percent of GNP, the number of observations drops by nearly one-third. Future work is needed to fill in the gaps left by these missing observations.

Of course, there are control variables that can be imagined as important to the specification of any model predicting interest rate spreads that are simply unknowable, at least at present. For example, if the average loan risk varies across countries, then interest rate spreads should also vary positively with increased risk. In fact, the most recent efforts by the Bank for International Settlement's Committee on Banking Supervision are directed toward requiring loan risk assessments for grading capital reserves. A measure of differences between countries in relative loan risk would clearly explain some portion of the variation in interest rate spreads.

5. Testing the Argument: The Case Studies

In this section, we check the causal logic implied by our summary statistics by looking carefully at several cases of important financial powers that vary on the electoral rules variable. Because our expectation is that different electoral rules produce different political incentives with respect to banking policy and its resulting market structure, we examine whether that is indeed the case in the UK, the U.S., Germany, and Japan.

Numerous regulatory choices collectively affect the competitiveness of financial sectors. Regulators can reduce competition by limiting entry, by fixing prices, and by controlling product variation. Entry, for example, can be limited by requiring government approval through licensing. The potential for market competition is greater when notifying the government is all that is required to enter a market.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Japan (before 1996)</th>
<th>Japan (after 1996)</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>United Kingdom</th>
<th>United States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>By license</td>
<td>By application</td>
<td>By license</td>
<td>By application</td>
<td>By application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prices</td>
<td>Regulated</td>
<td>Not regulated</td>
<td>Regulated</td>
<td>Not regulated</td>
<td>Not regulated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Variety</td>
<td>Regulated</td>
<td>By application</td>
<td>Regulated</td>
<td>Not regulated</td>
<td>Not regulated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prudential Measures</td>
<td>Moderate, but weakly enforced</td>
<td>Moderate, enforced</td>
<td>Moderate with flexible enforcement</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We expect that prudential bank regulatory measures will correspond inversely with the orientation of a regulatory regime toward promoting competition. That is, strong and comprehensive prudential regulation will commonly occur in systems with regulatory systems that promote market competition. Conversely, where regulation limits competition, governments can afford to limit the scope of prudential regulation.

With these case studies we are illustrating how the aggregation of policy decisions will push policy either toward favoring producers or consumers depending on electoral incentives. We expect politicians faced with centrifugal incentives as in Germany and Japan, to protect the interests of producers (or limit the inroads made by consumers). By contrast, centripetal rules give politicians an incentive to extend the benefits of competitive markets to consumers. This can clearly be seen in each of the four cases. In the UK and the U.S., financial regulatory changes typically expand competition among the producers of financial services, which, in turn, benefits consumers. But in Germany and (until 1996) in Japan, the evolving financial regulatory systems maintained stable relationships between financial firms and producers of other goods and services. When global capital markets have upset domestic relationships among producers, PR governments are more likely than majoritarian governments to try to restore the balance. In these case studies we demonstrate that these broad characterizations hold.
5.1. The Politics of Banking Regulation in the UK

The UK’s single member district system, our argument predicts, will generate banking regulation that favors consumers over producers. How does this comport with reality? Regulatory entry barriers are low, and the market is competitive, as we would expect. But it is also well known that the UK has a long tradition of self-governance for its financial institutions, which in some ways more closely resembles the pattern of supportive regulation typical of proportional representation countries.

For our analysis, it is crucial to note that the UK’s Financial Services Authority gets its reputation for friendliness to banks for its careful assignment of capital requirements, bank by bank, on the basis of the riskiness of each banks’ loan and transaction portfolio. Banks with asset portfolios that are judged less risky get stuck with a lower capital charge than banks whose portfolios hold riskier assets. The British financial authorities are known for careful scrutiny, and for rewarding strong bank management with less stringent capital requirements, but not for subsidizing bank risk through regulatory entry barriers or with guarantees against bank failure.

It is also important to note that, since 1979, when the barrier was removed between foreign exchange transaction and domestic transactions, the government has instituted a stronger deposit insurance scheme to protect domestic accounts. Prior to 1979, when foreign currency transactions were walled off from domestic markets, and the government was able to accord different treatment to domestic and foreign, non-voting, investors. The government seemed to be saying, “We welcome foreign investors and borrowers over here for their business, but we can let them fend for themselves because they’re big enough to take care of themselves, they generate business for our banks, and in any case they can’t vote us out of office.” Once the savings
deposits of UK citizens became at stake, with obvious political implications in the event of bank system failure, the government acted quickly to undergird bank monitoring with deposit insurance, but not with restrictions on competition. This case shows that, as we predict, bankers were not allowed to pass along costs of banking system stability onto the consumers of banking services.

5.2. The Politics of Banking Regulation in the U.S.

The U.S. is also a single member district system, but its financial regulation and markets obviously differ in many important respects from those of the UK. Clearly, all else is not equal when it comes to financial regulation. With this case, we show how idiosyncrasies of the U.S. institutional environment complicate, but do not obliterate, the effects of centripetal political competition.

Compared to the streamlined regulatory oversight in the UK, the U.S. system is characterized by extreme fragmentation of market niches and of regulatory oversight. The Office of the Controller of the Currency (OCC) within the Treasury Department charters and oversees national banks. The Federal Reserve System oversees all bank holding companies and shares responsibility with the states for state banks that are members of the Federal Reserve. The states and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation share responsibility for the vast number of state banks that are not members of the Federal Reserve System. And that is just for banks. The Securities Exchange Commission continues to regulate the issuance and trading of stocks and bonds even though the regulatory wall between banks and securities firms is coming down.

On the positive side, financial institutions without an overarching enforcer are unable to maintain cartel like behavior, at least for very long. Over time, most profit-padding features of
U.S. banking regulation have fallen to the competition that emerges when no single regulator can maintain the peace among different sorts of financial institutions. This state of affairs would be extremely inconvenient for political parties that depended on the loyalty of organized groups including banks for electoral support. But in a centripetal system such as the U.S., this allows politicians to serve the interests of small consumers of financial services, who are also, typically, unorganized voters. Banking interests are still served, but not at such great expense as to draw the ire of consumers.

To be sure, there have been some egregious examples of entry barriers and profit-impeding regulation in the U.S., including unit banking (lifted in the 1980s) and Glass-Steagall (lifted in the late 1990s). These policies might suggest that electoral rules do not have the predicted effect in the U.S. In one particularly infamous case, when S&Ls enjoyed a bit of profit padding regulation—interest rate ceilings thanks to Regulation Q—money market funds lured away a large portion of their depositor base. Notice what happened. The S&Ls wanted money market funds to be barred somehow from doing this, but the respective regulatory bodies and their legislative overseers did not help the two industries collude. The result was continued competition between savings deposits and money market funds at a break neck pace. The S&L fiasco ended up costing taxpayers a bundle of money when many of them failed, but that industry was eventually cleaned up and competition continues, along with capital rules, regulatory supervision, and deposit insurance (in other words, prudential regulation) to characterize American banking.

Differences with the UK undoubtedly have something to do with U.S. institutional differences such as presidentialism, open primary elections for party nominations, and federalism,
all of which weaken the ability and incentives of legislative party leaders to control backbenchers. One result of all the pulling and hauling among various powerful players in U.S. politics is regulatory fragmentation. For all of its messiness, however, the U.S. system of banking regulation serves well enough the electoral interests of politicians who compete for the mass of voters in the middle. Though somewhat different from that of the UK, as we saw, the U.S. system of banking regulation is typical of centripetal systems in this respect: markets are competitive and prudential banking regulations imposes many of the costs of bank system stability on banks themselves.

5.3. Banking Politics in Germany

In contrast to that of the UK and U.S., we expect German financial regulation, because of the country’s PR electoral rules, to favor producers over small consumers of financial services. We find, in fact, that the way it shields depositors from bank failure is to protect banks from “excessive” competition. A 1967 law sets limits on interest rates for deposits, and establishes barriers to entry for new financial institutions or new branches of old ones (Oberbeck and Baethge, 1989). The German banking authorities also require banks to keep loans within a reasonable multiple of capital (otherwise know as capital adequacy requirements, which are a form of prudential regulation). But the German accounting practices are comparatively lenient, so that 8% capital in Germany would be discounted by a few percentage points if measured by U.S. or UK standards.¹⁰

It follows from our argument about the effects of electoral rules that PR rules give institutionalized voice, not only to banks, but to other organized groups such as industry and labor

¹⁰ Interviews with Timothy Clark and George Herbst, The Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
as well. A high capital gains tax that made the selling of shares prohibitively expensive gave banks an incentive to cultivate long term, stable relations with their corporate customers. This financial stability, in turn, gave corporations the ability to hold employees through thick and thin.

In 1982 when the CDU-CSU government attempted to roll back some of the protections for labor, it received an electoral drubbing in the next laender elections and backed off. Given the substantial influence that labor has in the political system, it is not surprising that banking regulation in Germany reflects, at least partially, labor’s interest in employment stability. Ordinary depositors, if they can be separated from their persona as workers, are the losers in this system.\(^\text{11}\) Consumers benefit from the stability and safety of their banks, but at great cost given the lack of competition for their deposits.

5.4. The Politics of Banking in Japan

Japan represents a dynamic case, because Japanese electoral rules moved from centrifugal to centripetal in 1994. The effective threshold of exclusion, the summary measure the vote share necessary for a candidates to secure election under a given electoral rule, more than doubled for candidates in Japan’s new SMDs, from 16.4 to 35. Each candidate needs a much larger vote share than in the past to win an election. Altered electoral incentives mean that politicians can no longer afford to alienate large segments of their constituency by championing particularistic interests. With the increased cost of providing policy favors, politicians have an incentive to make such favors as cost effective (efficient) as possible. As our argument would predict, banking regulation has moved, in the years following the electoral change, from the profit-padding corner

---

\(^{11}\) Another feature of the German banking system that we do not have the space to delve into here is its strong federal character (Herrigel 1998; Deeg 1999). Commercial banks are unhappy about the “profit padding” of state banks that gives them an unfair advantage. This conflict is likely to sharpen if large firms increasingly go outside
of the matrix to something far closer to the prudential quadrant. We argue here that these parallel shifts in electoral incentives and policy outcomes are no coincidence.

In much of postwar Japan, large and small banks benefited from fond government attention and cartel-like regulation that limited price competition for deposits. At least until the Euromarkets began siphoning off corporate customers in the mid-1970s, stiff entry barriers and walls between different types of financial institutions muted competition for borrowers. This was the famous “convoy” system of banking regulation, in which the Ministry of Finance kept innovation and competition to a slow enough pace that even the smallest of financial institutions could survive. The MOF prided itself on not letting a single bank fail.

As a result, banking was the most profitable sector in Japanese industry. It was also the most influential. By rationing funds to favored customers and holding their stocks, banks shaped corporate growth strategies and restructurings (Calder 1993). Also important, restrictions on competition such as constraints on expansion of branch networks, fixed interest rates, controlled product innovation, restricted entry and numerous other petty limitation on potential sources of competition between banks all served to inflate bank earnings above what would occur in a competitive market.

Underlying Japan’s bank-nurturing regulatory policy was a political system that gave politicians strong incentives to curry the favor of producer groups.\(^\text{12}\) Partly to blame were the multimember district, single-nontransferable vote (MMD, SNTV) electoral rules for the more powerful Lower House, in which two to six representatives (average district size was four) were Germany for cheaper and more flexible financing, leaving big commercial banks to go after (less mobile) small and medium sized borrowers.

\(^{12}\) We are taking sides here, of course, in an ongoing debate by claiming that political factors shaped policy choices in Japan to a significant degree.
elected from each district. Any party seeking to gain or maintain a legislative majority had to field multiple candidates in most districts. The resulting intra-party competition for votes and campaign funding led majority party politicians to cultivate personal support networks (koenkai) at the expense of a coherent party platform that tried to make sense of issues. Instead of appealing to voters on the basis of ideas about the public good, politicians busied themselves selling regulation to industries, including the banking one, and using that money to curry favor with voters back home. Banking regulation, bought and paid for by the banks, ensured smooth transmission of savings into industry as long as banking remained profitable.

Competition from the Euromarket, beginning in the mid-1970s, began to erode banking profits because it made MOF-supported cartels at home untenable. Such was the political power of Japan’s corporate world that the government did not even try to stop this trend. Instead, Japanese banks followed their erstwhile customers abroad, and soon became some of the fiercest competitors in the market. Japanese banks were, essentially, replacing lucrative domestic business with razor-thin profit margins abroad. Japanese banks remained afloat courtesy of the still-protected retail sector back home and the MOF’s implicit guarantee that no Japanese bank would fail.

Finding itself in the dangerous Quadrant IV, of low prudential rules and high competition, the MOF attempted to strengthen the legal basis of its regulatory oversight. But in every instance, MOF was rebuffed by the politicians who have the power to pass or to scrap the laws that the bureaucrats draft. In exchange for hefty campaign contributions from banks, the ruling Liberal Democratic Party ensured that the MOF’s role in the banking industry was more of a mother hen than that of a stern disciplinarian.
This institutional roadblock to financial reform was not broken until the electoral reform in 1994 changed politicians’ incentives. The bursting of Japan’s asset bubble in 1990 and 1991 pulled the floor out from under the Japanese stock market, forcing many financial institutions to the brink of insolvency. Whether or not politicians realized it (only some remarked on it explicitly), the Japanese political system was no longer compatible with Japan’s growing exposure to the world economy. What politicians did recognize was that their electoral chances under the old rules were becoming harder to gauge, prompting them to change the rules that got them elected in the first place.

Under the new electoral rules, a combined system of 300 single member districts and 200 seats from PR lists (now 180) forced politicians to go after average voters instead of the narrow electoral niches that sufficed in years past. The Japanese system adds the seats from the SMD races to the seats won on the PR lists for a total count of legislative seats that a party wins. This differs from the German system, where the PR lists determine the numbers of seats that parties get in the legislature. Japan’s system is therefore considerably more centripetal than Germany’s. This is particularly true for large parties that hope to be competitive in SMDs.

The interests of voters as consumers had been an afterthought in the convoy rules. They had, of course, paid for financial stability with inflated prices for financial services. “Big Bang” legislation, announced in 1996 and enacted during 1997 and 1998, by contrast, forced banks and securities increasingly to pay for financial stability themselves, by the prudential management of
risk that new rules required. To back up the promise, bank regulatory authority was transferred from the MOF to a new watchdog agency, the Financial Services Authority.\textsuperscript{13}

Politicians are masters of compromise, and even under the new electoral rules they are searching for ways to protect a favored interest group, small and medium sized enterprises. These constitute the vast majority of businesses in Japan, in terms of numbers and of employment. Over the objections of financial bureaucrats and some politicians, the government has decided for the time being to allow small banks to operate at a lower capital standard of 4\%. Banks that only satisfy the 4\% standard are only allowed to operate in the domestic Japanese market.

This constitutes a remaining chunk of profit padding for the sake of small businesses that do not have the economic scale or financial promise to raise funds in international wholesale markets. In exchange for this lower capital requirement, the “domestic banks” are required to show that a substantial portion of their loans is to local business enterprises (Kinyu Janaru, September 1999, pp. 101-115; December 1999, pp. 113-117). It remains to be seen, however, what will happen to inefficient banks when they are faced with growing competition from the efficient banking sector. Voters are now empowered, as they were not under the old electoral rules, to punish more easily politicians who use public money to rescue unworthy causes.\textsuperscript{14}

An indication that inefficient banks are operating on borrowed time came in February 2000 when the then head of the Financial Reconstruction Commission was sacked for suggesting that he, or other politicians, could intervene on behalf of weak banks in the event of tough audits

\textsuperscript{13} Hiwatari. The agency was originally named the Financial Supervisory Agency, but renamed the Financial Services Agency in July 2000. The similarity to the UK’s Financial Services Authority is no mistake. The officials in Japan’s FSA wanted to make it clear that their mandate is not to prop up decaying banks but to ensure the safety and quality of financial services.

\textsuperscript{14} See, for example, the LDP’s hasty retreat from bailing out Sogo Department Store. Asahi Shimbun, various issues in July 2000.
from bank supervisors. Weeks later, a group of politicians were rebuffed in their attempt to exempt small banks from mandatory deposit insurance. Had they succeeded, financial authorities would have been obliged to ensure through other means, such as profit padding and regulatory forbearance, that small banks did not fail. As it happened, politicians read the stern warnings in the opinion polls and voted for a year’s delay in deposit insurance instead. As of this writing, the deposit insurance limit of ¥10 million per institution is expected to take effect on time on April 1, 2002. Ordinary depositors have already responded to the new regulation by moving funds to banks that are felt to be safe and by distributing their savings among multiple deposit institutions to disperse risk and stay under the deposit insurance limit.

6. Conclusions

This paper has stressed the policy consequences of electoral rules, and specifically, the extent to which those rules do or do not force politicians to go after the median voter as the classic Downsian model predicts. Banking regulation, we ventured, is a particularly apt testing ground for such a proposition, because cross border financial flows have put to question the importance of domestic determinants in this sector as in no other. Our evidence, based both on broad statistical indicators from 23 countries, as well as from a closer look at four cases, suggests that this electoral variable seems to carry some analytical weight and bears further scrutiny.

We invite scholars of comparative political economy to consider the policy consequences of centripetal and centrifugal electoral systems more generally, for these may provide some of the

---

15 The Financial Reconstruction Commission was a temporary body created to oversee Japan’s banking system crisis and assist with the disposal of nonperforming loans.
microfoundations for “varieties of capitalism.” The banking case notwithstanding, it is not true that centripetal systems are better at providing public goods in general. Environmental protection, for example, seems to be at least as strong, if not stronger, in European PR systems as in the U.S. and UK. What difference does it make that centripetal systems privilege the kinds of issues that most people care about at least somewhat, such as consumer interests, whereas centrifugal systems produce log rolls among smaller groups with more intense preferences? More work is needed to understand a fuller range of policy effects of broad pre-election coalitions (big, heterogeneous parties) which centripetal systems produce, compared to those of post-election coalitions (multi-party governments) which emerge from centrifugal systems.

Implicit in this paper is a second issue, one that we dealt with only tangentially. What is the future of national banking regulation if global economic integration is forcing politicians to choose increasingly between prudential rules in Quadrant II, or dangerous exposure to financial instability in Quadrant IV? Governments still have a wide range of levers on social and economic policy, globalization notwithstanding. However, the encroachment of market competition does put many of these levers to a test, as we saw most dramatically in the Japanese case. Banking was never, in any case, a particularly effective way for government to manipulate the economy, if Japan and Germany are any indication. Now that profit padding is harder than ever to justify, bankers will have to work hard to earn a living, just like everyone else.

Immobile sectors, meanwhile, including retail banking and small business financing, will likely remain distinct across countries for some time to come. Differences may diminish in the European Union, particularly under monetary union, where banks have “passports” and can operate in any country under home rules. But in Germany, laender governments still subsidize

---

17 See, for example, the book edited by Peter Hall and David Soskice (2001) by that title.
laender banks for the benefit of small and medium sized borrowers. In Japan, small banks have for the time being retained some padding in their profits. The time may come when small business borrowers and average consumers will choose more efficient banks on their own accord, forcing industry consolidation that small banks resist. Political choices, not unaided markets, will determine whether or not the government will step in to protect small banks. Customers in Japan may now have the electoral power to make this protection too costly, politically.

A case against the laender bank subsidies, brought by none other than German commercial banks, is pending in the European Court of Justice.
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